内 部 公 告，切 勿 外 流

Dear I-Traders：
As we know, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and the
Internet have become worldwide trends, and global industries
are all closely related to these three major trends. The
revolution of blockchain technology is rising rapidly, and
the world is shifting to a“Blockchain Era” at a high speed.
First Union Capital not only focuses on implementing our
strategic planning for the Asia-Pacific region but is also
actively expanding our business models.
We’re delighted to announce that First Union Capital
Group has established a strategic partnership with STORM
PROTOCOL, a well-known blockchain-based data platform in the
United States.
Through the partnership with STORM PROTOCOL, our AI
system will have access to a richer and larger amount of
information, which will make our Big Data analysis closer to
the current market relation, and enable the Unicorn Trading
System to make much more accurate profit-making decisions.

SP Token, the only utility token issued by STORM PROTOCOL
exclusively for the platform, is expected to be issued and
listed on international exchanges in December 2021 with a
total mintage of 88,000,000,000 tokens. The CEO of First
Union Capital is very optimistic about the future of STORM
PROTOCOL, therefore, we have acquired more than 30% of the
total issue of SP tokens.

With the combination of the

Unicorn Trading System and data tokenization, we will create
a full-fledged intelligent financial life circle.
I'm convinced that with the expansion of the First Union
Capital and STORM PROTOCOL, and the development of data
ecology, the value of the SP token will rise rapidly, and it
will become the preferred choice of cryptocurrency investment.
And we will be sharing the appreciation profit of the SP
token with all our I-Traders family.
The partnership between First Union Capital Group and
STORM PROTOCOL will lead us all to unprecedented achievements,
we look forward to witnessing our success with you, thank
you!
FIRST UNION CAPITAL CEO
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